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Chinese-Austrian director,
screen writer and producer
C.B. YI immigrated to Austria
as a teenager. He studied at the
Vienna Film Academy under
the guidance of Michael Haneke
and Christian Berger.

LOG LINE

The clash between big cities and rural villages in
modern-day China, seen through the eyes of Fei,
a hustler.
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Moneyboys may deal with a very specific
situation, the migration of a young
man from rural China, but for me it is
a universal story about interpersonal
relationships that could happen in many
places around the world.”
C.B. YI

SYNOPSIS

Fei makes a living in the big city working as a Moneyboy.
His world collapses when he realizes that his family accepts
his money but not his homosexuality. Broken-hearted,
Fei struggles to create a new beginning in his life.

DIRECTOR
& WRITER

C.B. YI
Like the heroes of Moneyboys, you come
from a small Chinese village, and had to
deal with traditions, social pressures, family
expectations. What gave you the strength to
break away from those?
I had the most carefree childhood one could
wish for, and I like looking back on it with
nostalgia. In the early films of the Taiwanese
director Hou Hsiao Hsien, I can still find places
and traces of that time. Even in some works
of the Japanese master, Yasujirô Ozu, I find the
warm, hearty moments and kindness of the
people I experienced in my childhood.
Back then, there was hardly any criminality in
my fishing village. The neighbors’ doors were
open to everyone during the day and we, the
kids, could run to the sea right after school to
play, tease crabs or collect shells.

There is actually only one negative memory
from my childhood. That was when I spotted
my babysitter at the black market of our
village, secretly trying to get rice and oil.
I found out that she was not getting enough
food stamps to feed her five sisters. I was
outraged and stole food stamps from a box
in our kitchen to offer to her. Other than that,
I can hardly remember any social constraints
that I would have had to fight against.
My attractive mother, who was well known in
the village, had already taken over the artistic
leadership of the village Red Guards by the
age of thirteen. She did not shy away from
making big speeches on stage defending her
beliefs. My mother was an extreme character
and enthusiastic about the humanistic ideals
of socialism: at only seventeen, she secretly
enlisted to help rehabilitate wasteland in
a land reclamation project located in the
northernmost part of China, on the border of
what was then the Soviet Union.
Just as yin and yang attract, my father was my
mother’s opposite, an introvert. My parents
were united by a willingness of self-sacrifice.
Yet, while my mother was moved by the
urge to sacrifice herself for the greater good,
my father was always concerned about the
individuals and their concrete suffering. The
reform policy of the party leader Den Xiaoping
allowed him to open a private dental practice
on the first floor of our little house. There he
treated people who could not afford to go to
the state hospital where my father worked

full-time. They were mostly poor fishing
families or peasants from remote areas.
Later, when my father was the first to
emigrate from the village to the West, our
family was automatically ranked among the
wealthy and envied.
It was not until I was 13 years old that
I came to Austria. In the very first week, my
father, who had become a stranger to me,
called me into the kitchen and inculcated
me a tradition-conscious, reverent behavior
so that I would not become «westernized».
He explained to me with a serious face that
we have to adapt quickly in a foreign country
in order not to attract negative attention. And
then I had to learn with him German words
by heart. His insistence intimidated and upset
me at the time. I also felt that my mother and
father were lonely in this foreign environment
and lost their verve due to the effort of always
putting on a cheerful mask to the outside
world. They were unhappy in the West, but
were ashamed to return home without good
money. Moreover, they wanted the best
possible life for me. So, we stayed reluctantly
- and each of us lived in his own bubble.
I was a rather solitary teenager. I went to
school only sporadically, I felt disoriented and
rootless, I rebelled against everything inside.
To break out of it, I did what many do who can
no longer meet the social expectations of their
family background. I moved away - to Vienna.
Luckily, there, I met a few people who opened
my eyes to a different life and showed me

the language of film, with which I have less
difficulty than with the languages of words.
I surprisingly made it into Professor Haneke’s
directing class and the master class of the
DOP Christian Berger. In the first years
I had to catch up a lot and finally learned to
appreciate Masters like: Robert Bresson, Andrei
Tarkovsky, Stanley Kubrick, Ingmar Bergman,
Shōhei Imamura, Yasujirô Ozu, Hou Hsiao
Hsien and some more current directors like
the two Andersons. I was amazed by Haneke’s
constant attention to detail, whose eagle eyes
immediately unmasked all of my cinematic
laziness. A couple of years later I realized that,
among many other skills, Haneke’s strict school
had trained me one quality: to be consistent
and precise in any and every situation.
What did it mean for you to shoot a film which
storyline takes place in China?
Moneyboys may deal with a very specific
situation, the migration of a young man from
rural China, but it is a universal story about
interpersonal relationships that could happen
in many places around the world.
Some people sacrifice themselves for an idea,
for their fatherland, family or friends, to enable
them to have a better life. They are worshipped
- perhaps too often - as heroes. Fei is someone
who sacrifices himself for his family and
friends, but he is despised by the law and
family morals for prostituting himself. His selfsacrifice is not acknowledged because he falls
out of the order of society and his family. He
seeks recognition and love from those who
exclude him. This is not a problem of Chinese

society in particular. These conflicts unfold in
all societies, including Europe.
The fact that I located the story in China is
due above all to personal reasons. Having
grown up in the Chinese countryside is linked
to so many experiences that are not visible
through living in Europe, but which I carry

within me like a mother tongue that hasn’t
been spoken for a long time. Dealing with the
world of my homeland gave me confidence
and security in the working process, because
I feel a special connection to the people, their
peculiarities and conflicts. I presume, it is
also important to deal at least once with
one’s origins in one’s artistic career.

As a film director, however, I don’t want to be
reduced to my Chinese origins or to cultural
issues. I principally work in different genres,
and with different settings. It can be sciencefiction, or a historical story. My next two films
which shall form with Moneyboys a trilogy will
be more hopeful and less melancholic.

How did you choose your actors? Were they
not afraid of social and political repercussions?
During pre-production, which took several
years, China changed rapidly. Overnight,
the then relatively large freedoms with
regard to subject choices and filming
regulations for domestic and foreign teams,
were restricted. The actors we had casted
turned us down with regret. Almost half a
year before we started shooting, I went to
Taipei and stayed there until after the shoot.
We received friendly support from the Taipei
Film Commission, which also contributed
financially to our project.
The Taiwanese acting star Kai Ko was one of
my favorites for the part of Fei. Kai Ko is an
actor with great talent. After we discussed
his role together, he hardly needed any more
guidance from me during the shoot. He is the
kind of actor who can joke with the other team
members half a minute before shooting, and
then dive into his role immediately as soon as
«action» is called. His first takes were always
perfect. And even if we needed ten more takes
for the other actors, he always remained
patient and performed flawlessly.
Jc Lin and Chloe Maayan are equally talented
and were able to work independently without
much intervention from my side. Chloe,
who had previously won several awards for
her lead role in Three Husbands, actually
plays three different roles in Moneyboys
- I’m already curious how the audience will
react to that. Yufan Bai was, in contrast to the
three, a bit less experienced, and accordingly
insecure in the beginning. Thanks to the

autonomous work of Kai, Chloe and Jc, I was
able to give Yufan more time and attention on
the set. And I am proud of his performance.
For my teacher Michael Haneke, it is important
to protect his actors. Sometimes I compare
their needs as children´s who need to feel
safe and respected. It’s a lot about creating
a trustworthy environment and spaces of
freedom, so that they can flourish in their
roles. The various characters of the actors
require that you handle each one differently
as a director: some actors want sugar, others
want the whip, still others prefer to be ignored
for a while.
The formal visual beauty of your shots is how
you convey emotions and feelings. You rely
on the visuals, much more than on dialogues.
How do you prepare and compose your shots?
Frequent cuts often create an artificial,
superficial dynamic that distracts from the
actual captivating moments. I find it more
exciting to arrange the actors within a plan
sequence. To move them in relation to each
other in a way that different views and framing
sizes come into being within the course of a
scene. This creates visual dynamics and image
variation without interrupting the emotional
continuity of the scene.
Silence plays a huge role in my films.
Real bonding between people rarely happens
when you talk all the time. It only happens
when you suddenly stop jabbering, remain
silent and feel your counterpart. Quiet. And
then you suddenly know: that’s it. This is
the last time we’ll see each other. Or: This is

the beginning of a great love. Such intense
moments only exist through shared silence.
Talking is often a tool to distract us from the
world and from ourselves. To me, when there
is silence in films, it generates a mood in which
we perceive people in their connectedness with
the things and beings of their environment. In
my films I’m not so concerned with depicting
characters as sole individuals, but with showing
people as part of the world in which they live.
Most of us can probably recognize our parents’
or grandparents’ house by its smell alone.
I want to render tangible such an immediate
interweaving of people and places.
To me, the real subject of the film is: What does
it take to let go of the past. Would you agree?
Letting go of the past or live with it is one of
the main subjects in Moneyboys. But I always
crafted the story with several subjects in mind.
It is also about finding the courage to be happy
for instance. To what extent can I be there for
others without hurting myself? To what extent
do I need to care about myself first in order to
be able to do good for others? These are topics
I want to deal with in my films.
Depending on which mood I’m in, one or
another subject pushes its way to the
surface. But then the viewers, who approach
the film with their own diverse life stories,
may be drawn to another subject that
I hadn’t even thought of myself. I don’t want
to dictate to anyone what she or he should
think or how they should feel. It’s more about
stimulating thought and dialogue, without predetermining the direction.

For me personally, the message of the film
resides in the last scene of the film. I chose a
rigorous chronological narrative structure for
Moneyboys. Yet, the last scene is a flashback
that pursues a scene from the middle of the
film. Hidden in this scene is my appeal to all the
Feis in our world. Unfortunately for my mother,
this appeal comes too late.
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